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Nightmare, the first song recorded by Avenged Sevenfold, written by Jimmy The Rev. Sullivan. The song depicts the life of a depressed person and it was the first song written for The Revolver album, after the death of their drummer, James Hetfield, and the band's deteriorating relationship. The band's second drummer Mike
Portnoy, who used to live in the same house as the band, added his talents to create this epic metal anthem. Although the song was written about the band's drummer, James Hetfield's death was mentioned only in the lines "sick and scarred". [13] So Far Away, written by then guitarist of Avenged Sevenfold Zoli Sikes, was written
and originally recorded for an Avenged Sevenfold tribute song. It was released as a bonus track on a limited run CD of Nightwish's The Witching Hour album. Here's a video of the song. Nightmare, the first song written by Avenged Sevenfold, written by James Hetfield. The song depicts the life of a depressed person and it was the

first song written for The Revolver album, after the death of their drummer, James Hetfield, and the band's deteriorating relationship. The band's second drummer Mike Portnoy, who used to live in the same house as the band, added his talents to create this epic metal anthem. Although the song was written about the band's
drummer, James Hetfield's death was mentioned only in the lines "sick and scarred". [15] Ive seen the multitrack available for Download on the Avenged Sevenfold official website, but i have not seen it offically released yet so please message me if you have. The download proves the multitrack can be added to the iTunes library.
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i have imported my entire track collection and re-created my first ever song lineup with the multitracks, which is much easier now that they are embedded in ogg files. this way they can be played back by any audio player on any platform without compression. the multitracks are based on the same recording quality as the original
stems, also in this case at 24bit/96khz. you can transpose the recorded file to any desired key and easily get your song performed live by another band member. this unique multitrack-template has opened up a world of new possibilities for every active metalcore band. for a high-quality demo-trailer, please feel free to visit the
mixmonkeys demo page . a multitrack is a new, highly appreciated studio solution!* this is why it's important to have a multitrack, made precisely to the needs of the performance. how is this multitrack made? let's assume you record a concert with the participation of an ensemble. perhaps, you have a dozen people. they play
many songs, recorded before a single one of them was written. but you still have a great set of tracks to use. how do you do it? with the multitrack, the best way is to record a concert with several ensembles, such as a choir, a band, a string quartet, and so on. there are various ways of how to treat this material, a professional
version is to use several multitracks. it's a great solution for a whole industry. *multi-track studio mastering in the current studio. a studio made of a console mixer and several outputs, where you can record the group in different ways, and record a final multi-track from several mixes. this way you get your mix in a multitrack.
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